My name is Alison Roe, and I am an Irish Hat Designer specialising
in eye-catching bespoke headpieces and hats for race-meetings,
wedding guests, and mothers of the bride/groom.
Coming from a racing background but working as a milliner,
I am very excited that Leopardstown Racecourse are again
hosting the Moët & Chandon Champion Hat Competition
on Day One of Irish Champions Weekend for the second year
running.

in the Moët & Chandon Champion Hat compatition Entrants
are judged solely on their headpiece so it is a fantastic
opportunity for race-goers to express their personal style
and wear something unusual. In addition there is also the
Longines Prize for Elegance on the day, so with international
flat racing and gorgeous style, it really is a super day out and
worth getting glammed up!! Check out last years winner of
the Moët & Chandon Champion Hat, and the Longines Prize
for Elegance below.

My millinery studio is located in Co. Tipperary and in addition
to my bespoke service, where a headpiece can be specially designed
to suit the colour & style of a particular outfit and the
individuality of a client, I also have a Ready-to-Wear Collection
available to purchase in store and online at www.alisonroe.ie
and a very popular Hire Collection.
With hat-hire, ladies can avail of the opportunity to hire a
designer headpiece and really bring their whole look together
in a unique way. This is ideal for race-meetings because if you
want to wear your outfit to a number of different occasions,
you can style it with a different headpiece changing the look
completely.

Above, some headpieces from my current Ready-to-Wear
Collection to give you some inspiration on what to wear for
your day at the races. For those who prefer to hire a headpiece,
you can check out the full Hire Collection at www.alisonroe.
ie and chose from from very easy-to-wear crowns and button
hats to larger hats.

When choosing a hat for the races
• Try on lots of different hat styles to see what suits & what
feels comfortable before deciding on the final choice.
• It can be a good idea to have your hair neatly up or away
from your face when wearing a headpiece on race-days – it can
help fix the headpiece in place and keep your hairstyle tidy for
longer (especially if it’s windy!).
• Although traditionally ladies wear hats on the right hand
side, if the parting of your hair is to the left, then it can look
nicer if you choose a headpiece designed to be worn on the
left hand side to allow the fuller volume of hair to be styled
to the other side.
• Bear in mind that if you are hoping to travel in a car when
wearing your headpiece, you will need to choose something
that will fit in the car height-wise!! Alternatively, ensure you
have a mirror handy if you wish to fix the hat in place when
you leave the car.
• When choosing a headpiece for a Ladies Day event, there really
are no rules & you can go a little bolder in your choice of eyecatching headwear than when attending weddings. The sky is
literally the limit especially for the Moet & Chandon Champion
Hat!!

If you feel like it, go for it! Nothing suits you more than self-confidence!

www.alisonroe.ie

